
 

Lands’ End Iron Knee® Pants and Jeans for Boys  
Made to Go . . . From Classroom to Playground  
 
Running, skateboarding, climbing – boys can be tough on pants and jeans. Lands’ End Iron Knee technology 
features a revolutionary interior knee patch that dramatically increases durability where pants need it 
most. Soft on the skin and invisible from the outside, Iron Knee technology extends the life of the garment, 
Guaranteed. Period.® Look for easy-care, dress-up Chinos for School Uniforms and boys’ jeans. 
 
Practical, Innovative and Made for Everyday  
• A hidden polyester patch prolongs the life of the knee. With most pants around $30, it’s a great value 

that will take him from the first day of school to the last – and beyond. 
• Even with all the toughness, there’s no need to sacrifice style and comfort. The patch is undetectable 

from the outside. It’s also soft and pliable to ensure superior comfort as boys jump, climb and crawl.  
• In addition to being washed and dried more than 50 times, Iron Knee pants are proven to withstand 

extensive professional abrasion testing. 
 
Iron Knee Jeans 
Now available in three fits! Each is made from durable, soft 12 oz. denim with a hidden adjustable waist for 
a great fit as he grows through the school year. Look for a variety of sizes from toddler to slim and husky. 
• Slim Fit Jeans are slim, but not too tight. Available in two washes and a Rich Clover green, $27-$29. 
• Classic Fit Jeans are not too loose, not too tight. Available in a new Vintage Gray Denim wash along 

with three other washes, $27-$32. 
• Relaxed Fit Jeans have more room in the seat, hip and thigh. Available in a Classic and Dark wash, $27-

$32. 
 
Iron Knee Pants 
Not only do Iron Knee pants feature a durable knee, but super-strong fabrics and easy pull-on-and-off style 
make dressing a cinch. They’re available in a variety of sizes from toddler to slim and husky. Look for: 
• Camo and Solid Ripstop Pull-ons have the added durability of lightweight, 100 percent ripstop fabric. 

Available in two camo colors and three classic solids, $27-$35. 
• Canvas Pull-ons are made of tough, 8 oz. durable cotton in four solid colors including Field Khaki and 

Loden Green. Cargo pockets are perfect for storing toys, sticks or whatever, $32-$34. 
• Boat Pants feature a rib-knit waist with drawstring for pull-on convenience and a great fit. Available in 

four solid colors such as Light Beige and Classic Navy, $27-$32. Also available with a cozy lining for $34. 
• Cadet Pants have classic styling that’s designed for dress-up or casual school days. Made from 100 

percent, 7 oz. cotton twill, $29. Lined Cadet pants are $39. 
 
Iron Knee for School Uniforms 
Whether for a dress code or a school uniform, Iron Knee pants for boys are available with added features 
such as stain and wrinkle resistance. Look for sizes from toddler to adult, plus free hemming. Select styles 
available for girls. 
• Plain-Front Iron Knee Stain & Wrinkle-Resistant Chino Pants, plus 100 percent cotton too. Sizes 

available from toddler to adult tall, $30 for toddlers up to $40 for men. 
• Chinos in fabric blends for easy care, 60 percent cotton/40 percent polyester. Look for girls’ sizes in 

Perfect Fit Plain Front, Elastic Waist and Bootcut styles from toddler ($30) to adult ($40). 
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For more information contact Molly Hawkins, molly.hawkins@landsend.com, 608-935-6089. 
 


